
BACKGROUND:
 �e brand has revitalised with a new look and an enhanced recipe with 
an increased single malt content. Modern, tall and proud, the bottle has clean 
edged glass chamfers skilfully designed to show case the rich gold colours of 
the new liquid. �e strength of the brand is also represented in the new 
soaring eagle brand icon, an inherently Scottish symbol, which conveys 
success, vision and power – the characteristics of a great leader and the 
essence of the Scottish Leader brand.   
�e new, sophisticated Scottish Leader Signature has a more pronounced 
island malt influence than the Original, with a rich, smoky profile.
�e new range of Scottish Leader whiskies – enhanced Original and new 
Signature – are created to encourage people to share and celebrate occasions 
together, recognising our individual and group successes across all aspects of 
our lives, large and small.

DESCRIPTION:
 Scottish Leader Signature is an extra special whisky, combining the 
finest, hand-selected malt and grain whiskies. Inspired by centuries of 
tradition, the result is a distinctively rich Scotch whisky notes of honey and 
our signature hint of sweet Hebridean smokiness. Ideal for those seeking a 
premium blended Scotch that is a little bit different. Scottish Leader is an 
award winning, internationally respected, blended whisky.

TASTING NOTES:
 Nose: Rich and fruity with a distinctive peaty aroma. Balanced oak
  with hints of toffee, leather and chocolate.
 Palate: Mouth filling, creamy and rich, spicy pepper and zesty orange
  peel with heather honey and a tangy smoky texture.
 Finish: Incredibly long, rich and spicy with a silky smokiness.
 Colour: Deep copper gold.

SERVING SUGGESTION:
 Scottish Leader can be enjoyed straight, or as a tall drink with
 lots of ice and a mixer of choice.

Brand Fact Sheet

With Scottish Leader Signature

we’ve amplified the malt influence to give Scotch 

lovers a new, complex and layered offering.

Both will appeal to experienced blended drinkers 

and newcomers, whether they enjoy drinking 

Scotch neat or with a mixer.


